
DeepWaters Swimmers
Appreciate t"heKnitted Jersey-Suit

Silk Serge a New and Satisfactory Bathing Snit Fabric-.Trimmings
o! Terry Toweling Seem Appropriate--Brilliant Green

Turbans the Fad--Buttoned Bathing Slippers
Smarter Than the Tape-Tied Sort.

T might have been
expected that the
panniered bathing
costume would ar¬
rive, so closely do
bathing suit styles
follow the general
features of dress;
but, none the less,
the pannier-on-the-
beach idea pro¬
duces a sort of
shock, even to the

imagination. 'Even though one may con¬
cede that the draped-up pannier above a

knee-length skirt will be quaintly pic¬
turesque.to put the matter in the most
Catering light possible.yet the idea of

panniers puffed out with air and floating
on the water at either side of the bather
is distinctly awful. There is another side
to the question, too; there will be more
than a little danger to the unpracticed
swimmer in a bouffant pannier acting.
as such things undoubtedly will.as a spe¬
cies of inflated "water wing "

The filling of full bathing bloomers with
air after an immersion In the water near¬
ly caused a drowning accident at one of
the beaches a few seasons ago. The
bather.not a swimmer.dropped off a
pier into water almost chin deep, in¬
tending to wade back to shore, and her
full bloomers, wet from the immersion
of half an hour before and full of air,
immediately acted as might a powerful
life preserver if strapped around the
hips Instead of under the arms.
they turned the bather instantly up¬
side down in the water, and if her

wildly kicking feet had not been seen
by a companion there would have been
a tragedy

*
* *

The new pannier bathing suits are so

chic, however, that doubtless more than
one woman will yield to their temptation,
and, as they are the sort of bathing cos¬

tume that appeals to the sand bather
rather than the swimmer, perhaps no

harm will come of it. A pannier model
shown in a 5th avenue window last week
was a very natty little affair, made of
black chiffon taffeta with a row of
smoked pearl buttons set down the center
front from neck to knee and panniers of
the taffeta draped coquettishly over the
hips. A turned-down collar of green and
black plaid taffeta finished the neck, and
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-woman who thinks that her
I handbag Is an unimportant
I part of her toilet make9 a

X grievous mistake. Many a time
It Is the one feature that

causes her costume to stand owt dis¬
tinctively. Especially is this true in the
summer time, when dresses, as a rule,
are mainly notloeab'.e for their summery
dalntlnetis and effect of coolness rather
than any startling design. The woman

In the car or on the boardwalk is likely
to find herself next another woman clad
in a shirt waist suit remarkably similar
to her own in Its lines, or pretty lingerie
gown, whose peculiarity of style is mere¬

ly the way Its insertion is put In. It is
then that the observer's g!ance must be
directed to her bag or purse In order to
find out Just how much care or thought
and taste she has put Into her gowning.
It Is the little adjunct to a costume that
gives a woman away.
For a long time there has been need

of a substitute for the mannish leather
bag to carry in the summer time: there

has been a lack of something in purse
that would not appear conspicuously in¬
appropriate when carried with dainty
summer apparel. Woman felt the need
of something into which sho could put
her handkerchief and carfare and pow¬
der puff, which at the same time would
not clash with her costume It had to be
decorative. It should not be too small,
as then it would be too trifling to form
\n adjunct to her toilet. The new lin¬
gerie bag answers all her requirements,

i It Is made up in an infinite variety of
materials. No summer goods is overlook¬
ed. from the plainest woven linen and
pique. Including, of course, the universal
Turkish toweling, and not stopping short
of the handsome Irish lace. The latter
is even dyed occasionally, and the Tur¬
kish toweling sometimes striped, but
white remains the great favorite. The
accompanying illustration shows a bag
of Mexican drawn work equally fitting to
carry with the simplest morning outfit
or the dressiest of afternoon toilets.
Widely as materials differ there is

sma'.l range in the trimming of these
summer bags. Tassels and crochet but¬
tons predominate. Hand embroidery and
the scalloped flap, as In the illustration,
adorn the more simple klnfi. A unique
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effect is gained by a color combination,
as in the case of a linen bag dyed delft
blue, and embroidered in white. Most
bags, however, depend on their arrange¬
ment of a cord or ribbon handle for in¬
dividuality, the variety of which is notice-

Hundnomr ItaK of Mexican Drawn Work

able in the illustrations. A lining for the
lace baps is a matter of choice; more
often it is dispensed with to preserve
the dWnty summery appearance. *

*
* *

On© thing noticeable about nearly all
the bags Is their flat effect. A great
favorite is the bag that resombles a

square mani'a envelope in 9hape. Others
follow the pattern of the leather purse,
one, particularly striking, being oyster
colored crash, with a silver frame.
Novelties always make an appeal to

a large class of buyers. These will be
attracted by the luxurious, handpaint-
ed onee that will form the finishing
touch to the dainty Dolly Varden dress,
or the new pannier costume. Smarter
than these e\#en is the bag of plain
white satin, having no trimming other
than a deep border of siik fringe
Imagine the smartness of one of these
bags carried with the alluring white
satin or taffeta coat suit. Less elaborate
looking is the white striped moire bag
with a gilt frame. But not one of these
Fives the delightful impression of charm¬
ing, inconsequential femininity that an
Irish lace bag does. It must be handled
with care undoubtedly, but Its effective-
Mas is worth the extra attention paid to
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of BLacfc Peau de Cy^ne
sleeves and skirt hem were edged with a

box-pleated ruche of the plaid material.
The waist was confined trimly with a

patent leather belt.
There is nothing 30 satisfactory as a

belt of patent leather for wear with a

bathing suit, and a fairly good bfelt at
about 50 cents ought to give good serv¬
ice all through the season if it is of the
rather narrow stout sort, such as smaTJ
boys wear, and not a wide, supple belt
of thin leather, which would be apt to
crack and stiffen from it9 frequent im¬
mersions. A nickel belt buckle will also
be better than a gilt one for salt water
use. The leather belt is also useful in
another capacity. The wet bathing suit,
rolled tightly and strapped tightly with
the belt. in which an additional hole may
be punched midway of the length for the
buckle prong in order to effect this tight
strapping, will be very easy to carry up
from the beach.
Some of the new bathing suits have

the high waist line, which insures

it. It would be difficult to find a summer
bag more fetching than the unlined lace
one of the illustration.
Certainly the woman who spends her

money Judiciously will consider the ad-
vitabiilty of adding one of these hand¬
bags to her summer wardrobe. But be¬
fore making her choice, she would do
well to look for one that combines the
possibility of being easily cleaned with
beauty and general appropriateness.

WHITE SILK WAISTS
WITH LONG SLEEVES

Ty/HITE satin and white taffeta wa'sts
of the so-called shirt form have long

sleeves with deep frills falling over the
hand. The shoulders are cut very long,
with the sleeve set in with a bound or

piped edge at the armhole. The cut is
the kimono form, for In spite of the fact
that the sleeve sets in there is no shoul¬
der seam. Buttoning down the front the
directoire collar Is formed first by a lit¬
tle upright standing band which extends
three-quarters of the way around. To
this is set a second collar which rolls
loosely, falling in the characteristic point
at the front and turning away to form I
the open rolling effect. Deep frills of
plaited net are placed under the edge oT
the collar, making an attractive finish for
the front of the waist.
One particularly good taffeta shirt Is

finished with the directoire collar of black
satin, just opening to show a tiny guimpe
and standing collar of transparent net.
This shirt is of the kimono cut, but It is
shirred the full length of the shoulder
seam, which is elongated about two
inches. To this is set the lower half of

straight, slender lines. The satin model
with broad white revers is made In this
way. This is a very smart little suit of
a type that will appeal to the woman
who does not so in for daring and con¬

spicuous styles in bathing wear. The
puit is built of black bathing satin, and
the white trimmings give a pleasing
note of contrast, while the big revers
and surplice front opening are quite in
line with the season's modes in costume.
Peplums, panels, revers, sashes and

other current dress features appear on

the new beach costumes, but the woman
who bathes for love of the sport selects
these decorations with discretion. The
less trimming there is on a bathing suit,
the more real fun will Its wearer have In
the waves, and while peplums, swinging
panels, huge revers and collars may look
all very well on the beach, they are

troublesome Interferences In the water.
The real swimmer goes in for a perfectly
simple, sturdy little suit of mohair or

bathing satin, made all Jn one piece.

the sleeve, which Is Joined with a piped
seam, and is quite interestingly trimmed
with revers, on which are bound button¬
holes and embroidered buttons. This shirt
waist hooks in the back.
There are many women who do not

know how to adjust a shirt waist to give
it a stylish trim appearance. It is the
garment which should be donned next
after the corset cover or chemise. Use a

small, strong elastic, with hook and eye
as fastener. This should be tightly
drawn, the shirt waist properly adjusted,
and petticoats put on, with no draw¬
strings or fullness at the tops. Pin

NOTES AND
The Summer Wrap Is Reversible.

P VERT summer seems to bring forth
Its particular sort of wrap, to be

used over light frocks for taxi wear at
dinner hour. This year five women out
of six are wearing the convenient cape
wraps of charmeuse which have linings
of contrasting color and are cut on loose,
simple lines that hang most gracefully
on the figure. The wrap has long pointed
ends at the front which are carelessly
knotted below the bust and hung over
the skirt. The handsomest of these mod¬
els are made of reversible satin.black
with a reverse of gold color being the
favorite. Less expensive wraps of thin
charmeuse lined with American beauty,
gold color, green or dove gray are charm¬
ing and most satisfactory at the price.

Ecclesiastic Chemises Now.
TPHE latest eccentricity of fashion is
1 underwear decorated wtth a cross

motif. The cross Is made of lace or Is

Uttem Bass Are Dfcd to Match the Use* Suit.

that is, with skirt and waist attached,
and with a rather loose belt. The skirt
is not wide enough to wind around the
arm in a sweeping side stroke, nor nar¬
row enough to Interfere with the limbs
in climbing upon a float. There Is no
collar to spread out annoyingly upon the
water In the way of the head and chin,
and above all things, the sleeves are
loose enough and short enough to give
perfect freedom for a strong swimming
stroke.
Admirable for swimming are the knitted

worsted suits which allow perfect free¬
dom of the limbs. One <ot these suits if-'
pictured. Jersey and short trunks are of
knitted worsted and there is a little skirt
of mohair matched by a mohair colla:
and tie on the Jersey. The skirt may bo
cast aside In a swimm ng pool where
women bathe by themselves, or at the
mountain camp where real fun and not
conventionality is the rule. Quite the an¬
tithesis of this Jolly little suit is the elab¬
orate affair shown in another Illustration
.a bath ng dress of expensive striped taf¬
feta glace, made with countless pipings
of pale blue silk in the fashionable scal¬
loped effect, and accompanied by a cap
parasol, reticule and even bathing shoes
to match. From to $7f» is a fa.r pric.
for such a regalia, and it does seem °

pity to submerge a costume so modish
under the waves. As a matter of fact,
however, such a suit rarely is submerged
.bathing In the horrid, cold, salty watei
is the last thing the fair "bather" who
wears the suit thinks of. The bathing
hour is spent, instead, upon the beach,
and, as all elaborately costumed "sand-
bathers" will assure you, the sun hath 1>
quite as beneficial as the water one-

*
* *

A bathing dress of this character Is, of
course, as carefully fitted and finished as

a visiting frock would be. It Is lined In
the bodice portion and frequently won.

over expensive corsets. The matching
slippers are accompanied by silk stock¬
ings and the coquettish cap is adjuster,
over a waved and beautifully arranges
coiffure which will never risk Itself in the
briny shallows of the deep. In the reti¬
cule are carried my lady s handkerchief
and beauty outfit.for a shiny nose is fc

detriment on the beach, as anywhere els<
and only constant applications of fr.endij
talcum will keep sunburn from cheekt
and arms.
For several summers the artlstocratii

bathing suit has been made of satin, but
now taffeta has returned to the field as a

formidable rival of the glistening satin,
which is really an Ideal fabric for bathing
wear. Women who own suits of the spe¬
cial bathing satin find that such suits. If
carefully rinsed out after every immer¬
sion In the salt water, will outlast even
mohair suits. A good satin bath.ng suit
should easily endure for three seasons
without fading or going Into holes, and
this with constant wear, Into the bargain.
Cheap satin is always a mistake in a

bathing costume, which must stand not
only the discoloring effect of sun and
wind and wave, but will also be rudely
pulled about and twisted and tugged at
by the water.
The taffeta suits are very gay and chic

in their bright plaids and shot effects and
some of the models are charming. Plaid
taffetas are used to trim plain taffetas
and dozens of buttons ornament the
pretty little costumes, with exaggerated
buttonhole motifs such a6 one sees on or¬

dinary frocks. A new bathing suit fabric
is silk serge.or surah.as this delightful
material used to be called. Taffeta has
obsessed femininity to such a degree
that the soft, beautiful silk serge has
been passed by in this country, save by
a few discerning women; but in Paris silk
serge bathing suits are being sold by the
dozens, for wear at the fashionable
beaches later on.

*
* *

Mohair.always a most practical and
satisfactory choice for the bathing suit-
is made up with trimmings of plaid taf¬
feta in charming effects, and a new notion
is the trimming of mohair bathing suits
with terry cloth, or turkish toweling.
rather an appropriate garniture, one feels,
for a costume that will be treated to fre¬
quent soakings In the water An adorable
little bathing suit of white mohair, in¬
tended for Bar Harbor wear, has a collar,
cuffs and revers of terry cloth in the love¬
ly baby blue shade which is obtainable In
this material, and the little ault Is com¬
pleted by a sash of baby blue satin with
two broad ends. In blunt tab shape, the
sash ends being lined with the satin and
weighted at the bottom to Insure graceful,
soft lines.
Perhaps the most aristocratic bathing

suit of the season Is the model of glove
silk. Bathing costumes of this sort were
worn by a few fashionable women at
Palm Beach last winter, and these models
are being made to order for wear at New¬
port, Southampton, Bar Harbor and other
exclusive beaches. The glove silk suit Is
made of a silken fabric exactly like that
of which long embroidered silk gloves are
fashioned, and sometimes the bathing suit
shows touches of the same sort of em¬

broidery on the waist- Knickers of the
glove silk are worn with the suit and
there is a suggestion of elegance and dis¬
tinction about these silken suits that even
expensive taffeta and satin models lack.
The soft, clinging fabric also gives the
figure an effect of slendemess and lithe-
ness.very pleasing In a bathing costume
The glove silk models worn at Palm
Beach had long, closely fitting sleeves and
were built up close around the neck, with
turnover stocks of sheer white linen, and
this severe simplicity of line and the mod¬
est appearance of these bathing suits at¬
tracted more attention than more daring
models of extreme decolletage.

*
* *

Last season the bathing cape was "tried
out" on several fashionable beaches and
was found to be such an addition to the
bathing wardrobe that It has been estab

through the petticoat, elastic and shirt
waist on each side of the back center.
This holds the garments firmly. Next ar¬
range the dress skirt. By using two large
safety pins beneath you may use a small¬
er one on the dress skirt and It will not
creep from beneath the belt. Place It at
the center back. If the belt Is to be
pinned, pin It at one end, draw the other
firmly around and adjust with an orna¬
mental pin. A waist so arranged Is not
going to creep up the back or sides.
Never pull a shirt waist down at the
back, as it draws the neckband tightly
over the throat.

NOVELTIES.
embroidered by hand, and ig placed on
the front of chemise or nightgown exact¬
ly in the center. When lace insertion Is
used to make the cross one piece is laid
over the other and the fabric is button¬
holed over the lace all the way around
the edges and then clipped away. The
Maltese cross, with four equal aides, is
used.

A Bath Spray That Does Not
Drench the Hair.

"INHERE is a new bath spray that will
* be appreciated by the woman who

delights in plenty of cool water these
summer days. There are two sections
to this spray, with four spray cups, and
the streams of water flow inward and
downward In such manner as to give full
play on the body of the bather, who
stands before the apparatus, without
touching the head or hair. The spray
may be attached to any bath tub by
means of thumbscrews, and Is a bathroom
acceesory that will be particularly ap¬
preciated by women who dislike the
overhead shower because of the neces¬
sity of donning a rubber cap as an al¬
ternative to a soaked coiffure.

The Taffeta Craze.
Dying last season petticoats of soft

satin presented the only type of under¬
skirt possible to wear with the narrow-

skirted frocks. This season, however, the
taffeta petticoat has made Its reappear¬
ance and Is welcomed with enthusiasm.
The same shot taffeta as that employed
for gowns and hats- is used also for pet¬
ticoats, while Instead of a single scant
flounce two or three perfectly flat flounces
are employed. The edges In many cases
are bound with narrow velvet ribbon or

edged with a narrow accordion-pleated
frill.
The taffeta craze makes It very simple

and easy to renovate last season's hats
whose brims and crowns have become
bent, faded or sunburned.
An attractive shot taffeta is usually

chosen for this purpose, the silk being
arranged in folds all over the crown,
completely covering It, and finished on
one side with upstanding ears of silk
carefully wlrsd lntlda.

AI liarra^ansett Elaborate
Bathing To^b areYTorn

llshed as a regular feature of bathing
paraphernalia. The French woman al¬
ways wears a bathing wrap.usually quite
as coquettish as her bathing costume, and
worn with equally coquettish design. The
long, prim cape closely envelops the lig-
ure on the way down the beach and re¬
veals the fljfure-contour as frankly as any
bathing suit by the way it is caught up
and held together in front. At the edge
of the ripples the wrap is tossed to a
maid and the bather emerges In her gay
little suit and enjoys her bath.timidly
at the edge of the wavelets, or whole¬
heartedly out in the tossing breakers, as
her disposition dictates.
Brilliant green silk caps are particularly

fashionable with dark suits, and some¬
times the cap Is matched by a green taf¬
feta bow under the chin. The touch of
cerise is also seen with blue bathing suits.
Altogether the beaches are likely to be

much gayer this season, with the vogue
of plai<l and changeable taffeta suits and
of mohair su:ts trimmed with colored
terry cloth or plaid or striped taffeta. A
pretty little taffeta tap ts pictured, and
one notea with satisfaction that all bath-
In it headgear is becoming Hnd graceful as
well as possessing the essential quality of
keeping the hair dry The l'ttle cap pic¬
tured is in dutch Btyle. w th a turned back
flap like a baby's cap, and becoming ro¬

settes over the ears. Beneath it is a rap
of rubber.
In line with this year's fancy for but¬

toned boots and oxfords Is the vogue of
the buttoned bathing shoe These s-hoes.
of black or white canvas, with stitched
cork soles, fasten across the "nMep with i

neat, buttoned strap, and are much mors

becoming to the foot and ankle than the
slipper laced with cotton tape, which la
apt to have a clumsy effect.

Short Cuts for Housekeepers
Kitchen Comforts.

THE woman who selects a house
with a gloomy kitchen, on the
theory that anything will do for

that room, makes a grave mistake.
There should be attractively colored
walls, neat white curtains at the win¬
dows, and the room should be fur¬
nished with the one aim to allow the
housekeeper to accomplish the great¬
est amount of work with the fewest
possible steps.

If you have a shed built off from
your house It may be made Into a de¬
lightful summer kitchen. To beautify
such a place, first have It whitewashed
and at each window place flower boxes.
Plant morning glories and wild cucum¬
ber vines around the building and
make a wide path leading from the
kitchen to the house, bordered with
old-fashioned flowers. Now cover the
walls with plain burlap tacked In place
and make a chairboard around the
four walls with matting. The tan mat¬
ting looks very pretty with the yellow
burlap.

To provide sufficient ventilation for
a summer kitchen the windows should
be of good size, with the upper part
reaching close to the celling. It is also
well to have windows on more than
one side of the room. The placing of a

window above the sink is one of the
best means for providing comfort In a

summer kitchen. Sometimes a door
may have the upper part fitted with a
movable sash to take the place of a
window. Make convenient shelves and
fit a box with under shelves, on which
to place pots, pans and kettles.
As a protection from flies and other In¬

sects, the windows of the summer kitch¬
en may be entirely covered with wire net¬
ting. Screen doors should have an extra
wire guard on the lower part.
The kind of shading provided for

kitchen windows will depend upon the
presence of shutters. Without b inds a

dark green or dark blue linen shade will
be necessary, and if the roller is hung on
brackets that are' fastened on the ex¬
treme upper part of the casement Instead
of in sockets that are placed between
the casing a quick ventilation can be se¬

cured. Linoleum is the most practical
material for making the floor of the sum¬
mer kitchen durable, attractive and easy
to care for. Try and have cross venti¬
lation in your kitchen and you will never
be annoyed by the odors of cooking
foods penetrating other rooms. Prepare
your vegetables and fruit out of doors
when you can. A good substitute for a

piazza may be made by inclosing the
outer door and steps with lattice work
with growing vines over it. In this cool
retreat a small table and a chair make

a comfortable working place away from
the heat of the stove.
A bag containing pieces of old wnst*

cloth, tacked behind the pantry door,
furnishes material in a kitchen for scour¬
ing, rubbing off the teakettle, wiping
slops from the floor and many oth< r
purposes. Put tin kettle covers In one
place, basins In another, baking tins in
another, and so on. One housekeeper
says she saves time and worry by hav¬
ing two garbage cans. When one must
be cleaned she merely Alls it with warm
water and washing soda, places the lid
on, and allows It to soak. This nav« s
the trouble of scrubbing. When the water
is poured off and the can rinsed ii 1a
ready for use.

*
* *

In order to have the pantry window
raised, and at the same time securely
fastened against Intruders, open the win¬
dow two inches and drill a hole through
the top of the lower sash near the casing
and Into the upper sash, though not quite
through the latter. Into tills hole insert
a large nail that will reach well into the
upper sash, leaving the head of the nail
even with the sash. By this method the
air In the pantry can be kept fresh and
sweet, and there will be no fear of in¬
truders.
A labor-saving contrivance Is a small

door about eight by ten inchea on the
outside of the house, opening into the
under part of the pantry, which is in¬
closed, and the inner door could be bolted
when necessary. If a housekeeper wish¬
ed to go out. she could leave her orders
there, and food of all kinds could be put
there by the tradesmen without giving
her the trouble of waiting at the back
door, or of letting tradespeople and de¬
livery boys Into her kitchen. One woman
living in a flat, who does her own house¬
work, has a rope and pulley placed on her
back porch, which saves her many steps.
To get her groceries, she lowers a basket
and pulls the rope. She also lowers the
garbage can on It and saves herself the
bother of carrying it down
All cooking vessels will in time become

scorched and present a blackened, unat¬
tractive appearance. It is possible, how¬
ever, to keep pieces a'most ;is good as

new if a littlfe care is exercised. Often a

pan of food burns on the bottom or sid.*,
not because the oven is too warm, but be¬
cause the pan is plaeed riutit on the
bottom of the oven. This should not
done when teas is used for fuel. If the
rack Is too far above the oven floor, hare
a piece of zinc or sheet iron cut to At
into the oven, and place it with the rack
on the floor of the oven This will raise
the baking pan above the hottest part.
If a vessel is badly .scorched, do not
scrape the burned part off. Fill the pan
with boiling water, add a little soda to it.
and cover. Steaming will loosen the burn¬
ed parts and make the most objectionable
features of dish washing less trouble¬
some. A metal wash cloth should never
be used on granite ware, but only on
steel or iron pieces.

IF when you plant fine flower seed you
wonder why so few plants appear,
you will probably find that you dug

the earth, scattered It loosely, threw the
seeds over It, raked It again, and left It

to do Its best or worst. This Is not the
way to plant fine seed. Instead, have the
earth spaded carefully and break the
clods into fine pieces. Soot is excellent
to mix with flower bed earth. Sand is
also good, because It keeps dirt from be¬

coming too compact. Having raked the

bed smooth, take an old sieve and sift

fine rich dirt over the whole bed. Put

your flower seeds into a pepper box and
shake them evenly over the surface, and
do not, attempt to cover the seed with

dirt- Instead take a block or trowel and

press the seed firmly into the soil. It is

best to have the ground slightly damp.
The seeds will sprout in a few days If the

weather is favorable. Larger seeds may

be planted In the same manner. This

makes a smooth flower bed. The plants
come up evenly, and fewer will have to be
weeded out.
To make an attractive pansy bed. build

a mound around a big yard tree by pil¬
ing rich garden soil one foot high against
the trunk and grading it to the ground.
In this bed plant several varieties of

pansies. These flowers bloom until frost

nips them, and they need very little at¬

tention, except to pick the blooms fre¬

quently. and that ought to be a pleasure.
Wild flowers, always so attractive in

the spring, may be taken up with roots

attached and planted on the north side

of the house, where they will bloom for

years to come. If not planted on th®
north side, they must be sheltered in
some manner. Take up a considerable
amount of earth with each plant and do

not disturb the roots any more than can

be helped, and plant as soon as possible
In deep trenches partially filled with fer¬

tilizer and rich garden soil, for these pets
of the forest demand rich soil. Violets
will flourish In almost any part of a jar-
den. but the spring beauties like mixed
shadow and sunshine. All wood® ferns
should be planted on the north side of a

house. The maidenhair fern does best
when planted in a crock and kept on the
porch.

RUFFLES AND FRILLS
FOR SUMMER WEAR

M>8T economical are the yoke collars
of embroidered mull and tucked or

plaited point d'esprlt and net, frilled
with lace. They are wide enough to cov¬

er the shoulders and deep enough to
reach below the bust In front and below
the shoulder places In the back, so that
no other trimming Is necessary for the
gown. Cuffs and sleeve frills are made*
to match.
Fluted white muslin frills give a crisp

touch of freshness that proclaims them
the trimming above all others for a sum¬

mer morning gown. A simple gray cotton
ratine morning frock Is made attractive
by a collar of black taffeta with an over¬

lay of white mull finished with a hem¬
stitched ruffle. The belt is of taffeta to
match.
Ruffles of lace or tulle are worn with

the collarless blouse In the street. They
are very Bmart and are generally decorat¬
ed at one side with a knot of tiny wild
flowers. Toby frill® are made both plain,
and pointed. One of many points It
made of black tulle, with the neck encir¬
cled with a band of black velvet ribbon
tied at the side under a tiny bunch of
many-colored flowers. Another Toby
ruffle Is of white tulle with a neckband
of mauve velvet slipped through a pearl
buckle.

I


